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Mark - General Manager

Australian Turntables: Glossaries

Band Saw

A saw with a looped steel band that can cut metal

Car turntable

A platform that can turn around; big enough to fit a car

Career

A job that someone has for a significant time

Components

Parts of something

Controls Room

Room where designs are created

Creativity

To be able to create new and original things

Customer Service (Team)

Team who speaks to customers and ensure customer’s needs are met

Deadline

Due date

Design

To think up and plan

Domestic

Within Australia

Engineering

Using electricity or other power and resources in ways that are useful to people

“Finding ways to build
A person who is in charge of all the day-to-day running of an office, including organising people
things and make sure they (timetables, tasks etc.) and equipment (computers, desks, stationary etc.)
are affordable and they
work”
Exponentially
Gaining importance
Export

To carry or send products especially for sale in another country

Fabricate

To make

“Putting all the parts
together to make sure it
works as per the design”
Finance (Team)

The person who makes sure that everyone knows what they need to do to work safely (and that
they do it). This person is often in charge of making sure people evacuate if there is a fire or
emergency.
People who manage money going in and out of a business

Global

All around the world

Innovation

A new idea or new ways of doing things

Manager

A person responsible for controlling a company or a group of staff

Manufacturing

Making or creating

Operator

A person who controls equipment or a machine

PPE
Principle

Personal Protective Equipment. Items required to be worn that keep us safe. For example, glasses,
hats, hi vis vests, etc.
A rule of how things are done

Production (Facility)

Making things in a space

Safety Lines

Lines on the ground that need to be followed to walk around the warehouse safely

Structure

Something made or put together in a pattern of organization

Turntable

A platform that can be turned around

Warehouse

a building for the storage of goods. Where products get put together
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Harrison - Control Systems Engineer
Collaborate

To work with others

Bachelor (Degree)

Also known as an undergraduate degree, this is the first level of study at a university.

Control Systems

How way something is moved or altered

Controls

The power to change things

Customer Requirements

Understanding and meeting what a buyer wants

Electrical

When electricity is used in something

Electronics

A type of physics that deals with electrons and with electronic devices

Engineering

Using electricity or other power and resources in ways that are useful to people

Interconnected

To connect with one another

Motor

A machine that allows movement

Persistence

To keep trying

Problem Solving

The process of finding solutions to difficult issues

Rotate

To turn around

Technical

Having special knowledge especially of a mechanical or scientific subject

Turntable

A platform that can be turned around

Iman - Engineering Manager
Confident

Feeling or showing that you are sure about something

Creation

Making something

Design

To think up and plan

Dimensions

Measurements

Drafting

To prepare a first version of something

Engineering

The science of how engines and machines are made

Fabrication

When something is created or constructed

Manager

A person who manages especially a business

Materials
Mechanical

Items used to make things
When a machine is used to make something work

Organisation

A group of people with a particular purpose

Products

Output from a factory

Reality

In real life

Solution

Answer

Technical Support

A service that helps others who may not have the same knowledge or experience in a certain
area
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Sylvia – Financial Controller
Accountant

A person professionally trained in the organisation of money.

Achievement

The act of finishing something and feeling happy about it.

Balance

A time when different parts are in equal or correct proportions.

Company

A group of people carrying on a business.

Costing

Details about how money is spent.

Engaged

Busy/occupied.

Finance

Organising money for a group or business.

Financial Controller

A job where you oversee all people in the finance team.

Financial Planning

Someone who helps manage money to make sure there is enough for long term goals.

Fulfilling

Feeling good about doing something.

Manufacturing

To make a product.

Production Environment

A place where products are made.

Satisfaction

Being happy with something.

Software

A program on a computer.

Wholistic

Looking at something overall (as a whole).

Ben - Managing Director
Attitude

How you think or feel about something.

Barriers

Something that stops people from succeeding in their goals.

Clients

People who use a service or product.

Communication
Company

Information is given in all forms of communication such as speaking, writing, body language or any
other form.
A group of people carrying on a business.

Compliant

Follows rules or standards.

Day to Day Basis

Happening every day as part of normal life.

Engaged

Busy/occupied.

Exposed

Not covered or hidden.

Managing Director

A person who oversees running a business or organisation .

Responsible

Being the primary cause of something so able to be blamed or credited for it.

Resumé
Strategies

A brief list of someone’s schooling, qualifications, and previous jobs. It is usually sent when applying
for a job.
A plan to address an issue or goal.

Targets

Things that you want to do or achieve.

The Board

The group of people who oversee an organisation, company or other similar group.

Tacked

Fixed in place.
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Work Ethic

How one behaves while at their job.

Programmer

The person in charge of developing and preparing a program that gives instructions to a machine or
robot to tell it what to do.
A shaft that carries a screw propeller at its end and transmits power from engine to propeller.

Propulsion shaft
Shaft
Side frames
Specialist

Sub (submerged) Arc
Welding

A long narrow tube like shaft that connects a turbine to a generator, turning at the same speed as
the turbine.
A particular sub-assembly of a product Hofmann are manufacturing.
A person who works on one thing and can often be an expert at their job (e.g. in a hairdresser some
people are a specialist in cutting, which means that they don't colour hair, but instead just focus on
being an expert cutter).
Welding underneath a 'submerged' blanket of compound material (e.g. lime, silica, manganese etc.)

Scott - Customer Service Manager
Adapted

Changed.

Apply yourself

To make yourself work hard to complete something successfully.

Communication
Components

Information is given in all forms of communication such as speaking, writing, body language or any
other form.
Parts of something.

Customer

A person that buys a product or service.

Customer Service

Helping people who are interested in your business’s products or services.

Customer’s Demands and
Expectations
Engaged

Understanding and meeting what a buyer asks for or wants.

Industries

Groups of businesses that are doing similar things.

Installation

The process of when something is fitted corrected.

Machinery

The working parts of a machine or instrument.

Machining and Tooling

Work done with machines and tools.

Manager

A person who manages (is the boss of other people) especially a business.

Metalwork

Making something out of metal.

Metro

Major cities (Melbourne, Sydney etc.).

On the same page

Thinking the same. Everyone has the same understanding.

Problem Solving

Finding solutions to issues or problems.

Regional

The area outside of major cities.

Roll-through

To move or cause to move along on wheels or rollers.

Self Employed

Working for yourself.

Servicing

To fix something or make sure it is in good working order.

Technicians

A specialist in the technical details of a subject or occupation.

Connecting with others.

